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1. ABSTRACT 1 

Progradational fluvio-deltaic systems tend towards but cannot reach equilibrium, a state in 2 

which the longitudinal profile does not change shape and all sediment is bypassed beyond the 3 

shoreline. They cannot reach equilibrium because progradation of the shoreline requires 4 

aggradation along the longitudinal profile. Therefore progradation provides a negative feedback, 5 

unless relative sea level falls at a sufficient rate to cause non-aggradational extension of the 6 

longitudinal profile. How closely fluvio-deltaic systems approach equilibrium is dependent on their 7 

progradation rate, which is controlled by water depth and downstream allogenic controls, and 8 

governs sediment partitioning between the fluvial, deltaic, and marine domains. Here, six analogue 9 

models of coastal fluvio-deltaic systems and small prograding shelf margins are examined to better 10 

understand the effect of water depth, subsidence, and relative sea-level variations upon longitudinal 11 

patterns of sediment partitioning and grain-size distribution that eventually determine large-scale 12 

stratigraphic architecture. Fluvio-deltaic systems prograding in relatively deep-water environments 13 

are characterized by relatively low progradation rates compared to shallow-water systems. This 14 

allows these deeper water systems to approach equilibrium more closely, enabling them to 15 

construct less concave and steeper longitudinal profiles that provide low accommodation to fluvial 16 

systems. Glacio-eustatic sea-level variations and subsidence modulate the effects of water depth on 17 

the longitudinal profile. Systems are closest to equilibrium during falling relative sea level and early 18 

lowstand, resulting in efficient sediment transport towards the shoreline at those times. 19 

Additionally, the strength of the response to relative sea-level fall differs dependent on water depth. 20 

In systems prograding into deep water, relative sea-level fall causes higher sediment bypass rates 21 

and generates significantly stronger erosion than in shallow-water systems, which increases the 22 

probability of incised-valley formation. Water depth in the receiving basin thus forms a first-order 23 

control on the sediment partitioning along the longitudinal profile of fluvio-deltaic systems and the 24 

shelf clinoform style. It also forms a control on the availability of sand-grade sediment at the 25 
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shoreline that can potentially be remobilized and redistributed into deeper marine environments. 26 

Key findings are subsequently applied to literature of selected shelf clinoform successions. 27 

 28 

2. INTRODUCTION 29 

Understanding sediment partitioning between the fluvial, deltaic, and marine environments 30 

on geological time scales presents a major challenge in sedimentology and sequence stratigraphy 31 

(e.g., Bourget et al. 2013; Covault et al. 2011; Martinsen et al. 2010; Sømme et al. 2009). Sediment 32 

transport and its consequent depositional distribution along the longitudinal profile of alluvial rivers 33 

and delta systems can be understood through the concept of �equilibrium� or �grade� (Muto and 34 

Swenson 2005). Longitudinal profiles are generally concave up, their shape describing the decreasing 35 

gradient of alluvial river systems dependent on, e.g., geological structure, geomorphology, and 36 

water-discharge and sediment-discharge parameters (e.g., Sinha and Parker 1996; Rice and Church 37 

2001). When longitudinal profiles are in equilibrium, all sediment is conveyed through the system 38 

without net erosion or deposition, implying that net sediment output is equal to sediment input, and 39 

thus that the shape of the longitudinal profile does not change (Fig. 1A).  40 

Early morphological definitions of equilibrium and graded longitudinal profiles typically focus 41 

on small river segments over short time scales, and suggest that many rivers are in equilibrium (e.g., 42 

Mackin 1948; Schumm and Lichty 1965). Contrarily, Muto and Swenson (2005) suggest most fluvio-43 

deltaic systems are in non-equilibrium because downstream deltaic deposition on geological time 44 

scales implies a lengthening of the longitudinal profile, which typically requires aggradation along 45 

this profile. Only during relative sea-level fall, non-aggradational extension of the fluvio-deltaic 46 

longitudinal profile is possible, which implies that equilibrium can be achieved (Muto and Swenson 47 

2005).  We refer to this concept of equilibrium as system-scale equilibrium to distinguish it from 48 

older definitions.  49 
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System-scale equilibrium of fluvio-deltaic systems in sedimentary basins is typically in the 50 

order of 10
5
 to 10

6
 y (Paola et al. 1992a), and is approached asymptotically (Postma et al. 2008). 51 

Analogue and numerical modeling shows that fluvio-deltaic systems that are far removed from 52 

equilibrium approach this state rapidly by using a large percentage of the sediment load for 53 

aggradation of the fluvial system (Postma et al. 2008). Conversely, systems that are close to 54 

equilibrium conditions develop towards this state more slowly using a small percentage of the 55 

available sediment load while most sediment is bypassed beyond the shoreline. How closely systems 56 

approaches system-scale equilibrium thus controls the sediment volume used for aggradation along 57 

the longitudinal profile and the sediment volume available for progradation of the shoreline. This 58 

represents a negative feedback mechanism in which the magnitude of the departure from system-59 

scale equilibrium (Voller and Paola 2010) determines fluvio-marine sediment partitioning, thereby 60 

setting the progradation rate, which determines the departure from system-scale equilibrium (Fig. 61 

1B).  62 

Water depth forms a primary control on progradation rate and might thus influence 63 

aggradation rates along the longitudinal profile via the above-described feedback mechanism. 64 

Additionally, relative sea-level variations can significantly affect shoreline migration rates as well as 65 

the position of the equilibrium profile relative to the actual longitudinal profile of coastal fluvio-66 

deltaic systems (Wheeler 1964). This is used in sequence-stratigraphic models to define whether a 67 

system is in net erosional or depositional state (e.g., Catuneanu et al. 2009; Posamentier and Vail 68 

1988; Shanley and McCabe 1994). If relative sea level falls at such rate that the coastal trajectory is 69 

exactly an extension of the equilibrium profile, progradation is not associated with aggradation 70 

along the longitudinal profile, which therefore can reach equilibrium (Helland-Hansen and Hampson 71 

2009; Muto and Swenson 2005). More severe relative sea-level fall, such as associated with 72 

erosional unconformities and incised-valley systems, can lower the equilibrium profile to below the 73 

coastal-plain segment of the longitudinal profile, resulting in net erosion and efficient sediment 74 

transport from the hinterland to the river mouth. Conversely, during relative sea-level rise the 75 
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conceptual equilibrium profile is raised, resulting in the creation of accommodation on the coastal 76 

plain. Subsequently, this results in reduced sediment transport to the shoreline and in thick coastal 77 

plain deposits. 78 

In an upstream direction, the influence of relative sea-level variations is gradually reduced 79 

while controls such as water discharge, sediment supply, and tectonic regime increasingly influence 80 

sediment transport and the grade of systems (e.g., Catuneanu et al. 2009; Holbrook and 81 

Bhattacharya 2012; Posamentier and James 1993). Tectonic subsidence or uplift strongly determines 82 

long-term accommodation trends along the longitudinal profile (Miall 2013). Variations in water 83 

discharge and sediment discharge can alter the steepness of the equilibrium profile over relatively 84 

short time scales, resulting in alternating periods of aggradation and downcutting of fluvial systems 85 

that continuously develop towards new equilibrium profiles (Bijkerk et al. 2013; Holbrook et al. 86 

2006; Simpson and Castelltort 2012). Fluvio-deltaic systems thus respond to the combined effect of 87 

upstream and downstream allogenic forcing mechanisms (e.g., Hampson et al. 2013), as well as 88 

inherent processes such as progradation, and tend towards a system-scale equilibrium state through 89 

continuous adjustments of the longitudinal profile. These adjustments shift sediment partitioning 90 

between the fluvial, deltaic, and marine environments of a sedimentary system and therefore 91 

determine the large-scale stratigraphic architecture.  92 

The purpose of this contribution is to quantify how downstream external controls such as 93 

water depth in the receiving basin, eustatic sea-level variations, and subsidence rates affect the 94 

ability of a prograding fluvio-deltaic system to approach system-scale equilibrium, and how this 95 

affects sediment volume partitioning in fluvio-deltaic systems. This concept is examined through 96 

landscape models of fluvio-deltaic systems. We consider these models analogous to the coastal 97 

segment of fluvio-deltaic systems that supply sediment to shelf clinoforms into basins of up to a few 98 

hundreds of meters depth (Helland-Hansen et al. 2012), such as frequently found in foreland or rift 99 

basins as the Carboniferous Central Pennine Basin of northern England (Bijkerk 2014; Martinsen et 100 

al. 1995) or the Eocene Central Basin of Spitsbergen (e.g., Plink-Björklund and Steel 2006). Additional 101 
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two-dimensional models are generated to examine the effect of progradation on the development 102 

of the longitudinal profile in terms of downstream fining. Subsequently, literature case studies of 103 

ancient small shelf clinoform systems are used to validate our findings. 104 

3. METHODS 105 

3.1 Experimental Facility 106 

 The results of four analogue models are described. The experimental setup consisted of a 107 

dual-basin configuration and allowed generation of two scenarios simultaneously: Model 1 (M1) and 108 

Model 2 (M2) (Fig. 2). Both models had a 1.6-m-wide rectangular duct serving as a fluvial zone that 109 

was connected to a subsiding basin that deepened away from the shoreline with discrete shallow, 110 

intermediate, and deep zones. Sediment and water entered the experiment diffusely through a 111 

pebble basket along the width of the fluvial duct. This setup allows the system to aggrade or degrade 112 

freely and does not enforce an upstream control on the elevation at which sand and water enter the 113 

experiment. Before an experiment, the longitudinal profile of each model was set to a downstream 114 

gradient of 0.01. The models had different subsidence scenarios, but they reached the same basin 115 

shape and depth at the end of the experiments (Fig. 3). Subsidence is generated with vertical 116 

adjustment of hexagonal blocks underneath the experimental set-up. Rows of these blocks are 117 

connected by overlying boards to generate smooth, rather than serrated, subsidence-zone 118 

boundaries (Fig. 2). An adjustable overflow controls the basinal water level during these 119 

experiments. All models are executed with fine quartz sand of a narrow grain-size distribution (D10 = 120 

146 µm, D50 = 217 µm, and D90 = 310 µm).  121 

 In Experiment 1 - Model 1 (E1_M1), the effects of water depth are tested. Before starting 122 

this experiment, its basin was subsided to its final configuration. Therefore, this system experiences 123 

only a spatial increase in water depth as it progressively enters the shallow, intermediate, and deep 124 

zones of the experimental basin (Figs. 2, 3A). In Experiment 1 - Model 2 (E1_M2) the joint effects of 125 

subsidence and water depth are tested (Fig. 3A, B). During the first half of the experiment, the fluvio-126 
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deltaic system progrades over a non-subsiding substrate in shallow water, whilst during the second 127 

half the basinal area subsides at a rate of 2.5 mm h
-1

. This results in subsidence-controlled 128 

accommodation on the delta plain, and both temporally and spatially increasing water depths (Figs. 129 

2, 3B). In both E1_M1 and E1_M2 water discharge and sediment input were constant at 1 m
3
h

-1
 and 130 

0.004 m
3
h

-1
, respectively. 131 

In Experiment 2, basinal water-level variations are also included to mimic eustatic sea-level 132 

variations, with different subsidence and discharge regimes for Model 1 (E2_M1) and Model 2 133 

(E2_M2) (Fig. 3C, D; Table 1). Both models are affected by three asymmetric water-level cycles of 24 134 

h period and variable amplitude. Cycle 1 starts with a 40 mm fall followed by a 30 mm rise. Cycle 2 135 

has a 20 mm fall and rise, and cycle 3 has a 30 mm fall followed by a 40 mm rise, returning the water 136 

level to the initial level (Fig. 3C, D). In E2_M1, the subsidence rate is continuous throughout the 137 

experiment, resulting in the creation of accommodation on the delta plain and progradation into 138 

increasingly deeper water (Fig. 3C). Upstream, water discharge and sediment input were constant at 139 

1.5 m
3
h

-1
 and 0.004 m

3
h

-1
(Table 1). Water discharge is at a higher rate than in other models and 140 

theoretically leads to a faster equilibrium time and lower equilibrium gradient (e.g., Postma et al. 141 

2008). In E2_M2, the entire basinal area is lowered 15 mm to accommodate water-level lowstand 1 142 

(at 16 h) before the experiment starts. Subsidence at different rates for the shallow, intermediate, 143 

and deep zones starts after 24 h (Fig. 3D). In E2_M2 values are 1 m
3
h

-1
 for water discharge and 0.004 144 

m
3
h

-1
 for sediment discharge, which is equal to the values in Experiment 1 (Table 1). 145 

 146 

3.2 Experimental Procedure 147 

 The fluvio-deltaic systems were allowed to prograde during a start-up period prior to the 148 

actual experiment, so that experiments commenced with a natural, self-adjusted fluvial profile that 149 

reached the basin margin at 0 h (Fig. 2). Basinal water level during this period was 0 mm. Time-lapse 150 
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photographs were taken at three-minute intervals to record the morphology of the fluvio-deltaic 151 

system. 152 

 The 96 h duration of E1_M1 and E1_M2 was subdivided into 12 intervals of 8 h (Table 1). 153 

Subsidence was applied to E1_M2 between these 12 intervals while the experiment was paused. 154 

Digital elevation models (DEMs) were measured with a laser scanner before and after subsidence to 155 

accurately constrain sediment budgets. The 72 h duration of E2_M1 and E2_M2 was similarly 156 

subdivided in 8 h intervals. Water level was adjusted at 20 min intervals. 157 

 158 

3.3 Scaling 159 

In the scaling of analogue models emphasis is placed on the stratigraphic similarity to real-160 

world sedimentary systems, interpreting the large-scale stratigraphic patterns of such models as 161 

controlled miniature versions of such systems. In recent years, this type of experiment is increasingly 162 

recognized as a powerful tool in understanding the stratigraphic behavior of sedimentary systems in 163 

both space and time (e.g., Paola et al. 2009). The small size of these models allows rapid simulation 164 

of the stratigraphic architecture of real-world systems but does not incorporate properly scaled 165 

sedimentary processes and resultant facies. 166 

 The scaling relation between real-world landscapes and analogue experiments is based on 167 

characteristic length and time scales. Length scales (e.g., the length of the depositional segment of a 168 

river) are easily established, while time scales associated with stratigraphic development over such 169 

length scales are approached by non-linear diffusion equations (Paola et al. 1992a; Postma et al. 170 

2008). Using an analogue scaling approach, landscape experiments can be set up to mimic the 171 

stratigraphic response of real-word systems to allogenic and autogenic controls. Landscape models 172 

have successfully reproduced stratal patterns that are commonly recognized in sequence-173 

stratigraphic models such as incised valleys, sequence boundaries, maximum flooding surfaces, and 174 

system tracts (e.g., Koss et al. 1994; Martin et al. 2011; van Heijst et al. 2002; van Heijst and Postma 175 
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2001), while being able to determine the relative importance of controls (e.g., Kim and Paola 2007; 176 

Kim et al. 2006; Muto and Swenson 2006).  177 

The style and record of responses of natural systems on forcing mechanisms depends on the 178 

ratio between time scales of forcing (Tfor) and reactive time scales inherent to the system. For 179 

stratigraphic architecture, this reactive time scale has been termed the equilibrium time (Teq) (Paola 180 

et al. 1992a). The ratio Tfor/Teq has proven to be effective for the simulation of stratigraphic response 181 

to various rates of relative sea-level variations (Bijkerk et al. 2013; Paola et al. 2009; Strong and 182 

Paola 2008; van Heijst and Postma 2001). Slow processes (Tfor >> Teq) are unable to drive a system 183 

away from equilibrium conditions because the system has sufficient time to adapt to new boundary 184 

conditions. Fast processes (Tfor << Teq) on the other hand, can strongly affect the grade of a fluvio-185 

deltaic system because it is incapable of adapting at sufficiently fast rates to keep up with the forcing 186 

mechanism. 187 

For well-constrained systems such as modern river systems and analogue models, diffusion 188 

equations can be used to describe sediment transport.  The squared length of a fluvial system 189 

divided by its diffusivity provides an estimate of the equilibrium time (Paola et al. 1992a). Diffusivity 190 

is a function that is strongly dependent on water discharge per unit width and stream type. For 191 

braided systems it is approximated by a tenth of the width-averaged water discharge (Paola et al. 192 

1992a). In E1_M1, E1_M2, and E2_M2 this results in an estimated equilibrium time of ~ 100 h at the 193 

start of the experiment. For E2_M1, the higher water discharge results in a higher diffusivity and 194 

thus in a shorter equilibrium time of ~ 72 h. The 24 h water-level cycles in Experiment 2 thus 195 

approximate a quarter (where Teq = ~ 100 h) or third (where Teq = ~ 72 h) of the estimated 196 

equilibrium time. Such ratios fall within the same range as many modern fluvial systems that are 197 

affected by 100 kyr eustatic sea-level cyclicity and have equilibrium times in the order of 100 � 1000 198 

kyr (cf. Castelltort and Van Den Driessche 2003). The cyclic variations in the water level of 199 

Experiment 2 thus mimic high frequency sea-level variation relative to the equilibrium time of the 200 

fluvio-deltaic system that are best compared to the high-frequency, high-amplitude glacio-eustatic 201 
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sea-level variations. Therefore, the water-level curve used is asymmetric with the duration of water-202 

level fall twice as long as water-level rise as to mimic 100 kyr glacio-eustatic sea-level variations (e.g., 203 

Lisiecki and Raymo 2005). 204 

The 20 � 40 mm water-level variations are representative of glacio-eustatic sea-level 205 

variations that typically range from 50 to 100 m. Therefore the 80 � 120 mm water depths in the 206 

intermediate and deep zones (Fig. 2) are analogous to water depths of up to several hundreds of 207 

meters. This implies that we are mimicking depositional systems that are typically defined as small 208 

shelf clinoforms (e.g., Helland-Hansen et al. 2012; Carvajal and Steel 2006; Plink- Björklund and Steel 209 

2007; Steel et al. 2007). Because we mimic progradation of a small shelf clinoform, we have opted 210 

for a fluvial line source instead of a point source, because the latter would result in the construction 211 

of a fan-delta geometry (e.g., van Heijst and Postma 2001). The subsidence patterns represent 212 

variable tectonic scenarios in which subsidence increases away from the basin margin, and allow us 213 

to study their effect on the development of the longitudinal profile. 214 

3.4 Dataset 215 

 Analyses are based on DEMs and supported by time-lapse images. DEM analyses are focused 216 

on the shape of the longitudinal profile and the percentage of sediment input that is transported 217 

past the shoreline during successive 8 h intervals. 218 

 The shape of the experimental longitudinal profiles is typically concave up. Laterally, both 219 

the concavity and the elevation of the longitudinal profile vary for each DEM (Fig. 4). To express the 220 

shape of the longitudinal profile a �fill percentage� and a �slope percentage� are calculated to 221 

express the concavity and the overall changes in gradient of the longitudinal profile, respectively 222 

(Fig. 4A). This method was chosen because a curve-fitting approach produced insufficiently accurate 223 

results and was therefore unsuitable to pick up minor variations in the shape of the longitudinal 224 

profile (e.g., Ohmori 1991; Rice and Church 2001; Snow and Slingerland 1987). 225 
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Along the width of the models, a series of imaginary right-angled triangles can be drawn 226 

between the top of the longitudinal profile, the roll-over point, and an upstream point at the same 227 

elevation as the roll-over point DEM (Fig. 4A). The �fill percentage� is defined as the volume 228 

percentage of these triangles that is below the actual sediment surface. A horizontal plane would 229 

represent 0% fill, while a linear sloping profile would represent a 100% fill of the longitudinal profile. 230 

Intermediate values provide a volumetric measure of the concavity of the longitudinal profile 231 

without focusing on the precise shape of such a profile (Fig. 4A). 232 

In a similar way, the longitudinal profile can be expressed as a �slope percentage�, which can 233 

indicate temporal changes in the gradient of the longitudinal profile (Fig. 4A). This is here defined as 234 

the ratio between the sediment volume below the sediment surface and the volume below the 235 

estimated system-scale equilibrium gradient. In this case, a horizontal plane would represent 0% 236 

value while a 100% value would represent system-scale equilibrium conditions. The estimated 237 

system-scale equilibrium gradient is based on the gradient of the longitudinal profile of E2_M1 at 16 238 

h, when the system achieved a nearly linear, steep slope, and 100% sediment bypass over a period 239 

of 8 h, implying conditions at or close to system-scale equilibrium.  240 

The water discharge and the ratio of water discharge to sediment discharge in E2_M1 are 241 

higher than in the other experiments (Table 1), resulting in more efficient sediment transport at 242 

lower gradients. This also implies that the model has a lower  equilibrium gradient compared to the 243 

other models (e.g., Postma et al. 2008). Because the estimation for the system-scale equilibrium 244 

gradient was derived from experiment E2_M1 at 16 h, a conversion is required to estimate the 245 

system-scale equilibrium gradient in the other models: E1_M1, E1_M2, and E2_M2. This conversion 246 

is based on the difference in longitudinal gradient between E2_M1 and E2_M2 at 0 h. At this time 247 

only water discharge differed while downstream parameters were equal. The 1.5 times higher water 248 

discharge in E2_M1 resulted in a 1.2 times shallower gradient, relative to E2_M2. Consequently, the 249 

system-scale equilibrium gradient in E1_M1, E1_M2, and E2_M2 is assumed at a 1.2 times steeper 250 

gradient than in E2_M1. This conversion is basic but yields results consistent with the expectations 251 
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that the �slope percentage of the longitudinal profile� in the other models does not reach as high as 252 

in E2_M1. Still, comparison of the �slope percentage� of E2_M1 to other models depends on the 253 

validity of the above assumption.  254 

 Additionally, DEMs are used to calculate the ratio between sediment volume used for 255 

progradation and the total sediment volume, quantifying the efficiency of sediment transport to 256 

beyond the shoreline (Fig. 4B).   257 

 258 

3.5 Grain-Size Experiments 259 

Besides the four landscape experiments described above, Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 were 260 

run in a rectangular recirculation flume 0.48 m wide and 12 m long (Fig. 5). These models examine 261 

downstream sediment fining as a function of the ability of the fluvio-deltaic system to approach 262 

system-scale equilibrium. Quartz sand with a bimodal grain-size distribution was used with peaks at 263 

216 µm and 420 µm (D50 = 285 µm). The coarse-grained tail with a diameter of > 1 mm (7% by 264 

weight) was used to assess downstream fining.  265 

Water was recirculated to the upstream side of the flume, resulting in a constant water 266 

discharge of 5.5 m
3
h

-1
 (Table 1; Fig. 5). The large width of the upstream weir functions to accelerate 267 

the slow-moving, large water column such that a thin water film enters the experiment at a constant 268 

velocity (Fig. 5). On top of this upstream weir, dry sediment was added through an overhead 269 

sediment feeder at a rate of 0.007 m
3
h

-1
 (Table 1; Fig. 5). 270 

Instead of starting with a natural, self-adjusted fluvial profile such as the previously 271 

described experiments, these experiments started as a 4 m horizontal plane. In this experiment, data 272 

recording starts while the system aggrades to its natural gradient. In Scenario 1, a downstream weir 273 

prevents progradation, allowing aggradation from horizontal plane up to the system-scale 274 

equilibrium gradient (cf. Muto and Swenson 2005; Postma et al. 2008). In Scenario 2, downstream of 275 

the horizontal plane, a basin of 3 cm water depth is present that allows shallow-water progradation. 276 
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Both Scenario 1 and 2 ran for 8 h (Table 1; Fig. 5). At half-hour intervals, five point 277 

measurements along the width of the flume at 0.25 m intervals were made to obtain a width-278 

averaged longitudinal profile (Fig. 5B). In both experiments, grain-size samples of the final 279 

longitudinal profile were taken at 0.5 m intervals after the experiment finished. Additional grain-size 280 

samples were taken behind the downstream weir of Scenario 1.  281 

Water discharge was chosen such that average water depth on the fluvial topset was 282 

sufficient to prevent preferential transport of coarse grains (cf. Vollmer and Kleinhans 2007). This 283 

resulted in the formation of current ripples but enabled assessment of the relation between 284 

downstream fining and longitudinal-profile development. The approximate equilibrium time at the 285 

start of these models is ~ 14 h, based on diffusion equations controlled by the length and width-286 

averaged water discharge of this system (Paola et al. 1992a). 287 

 288 

4. RESULTS 289 

4.1 Experiment 1 - Basin 1 (E1_M1) 290 

 E1_M1 represents a pre-formed basin with constant water level and results in progradation 291 

of a shelf clinoform system into a spatially deepening basin (Fig. 6A � C; Fig. 8A, B). The fill 292 

percentage of the longitudinal profile increases from 91% to ~ 96% from 1 to 56 h and subsequently 293 

decreases to 94% (Fig. 6G), indicating that the concavity initially decreases before increasing again 294 

(Fig. 4A). The slope percentage of the longitudinal profile starts at 76% and increases to 92% from 1 295 

to 56 h, indicating that the longitudinal gradient steepens, after which it remains constant (Fig. 4A; 296 

Fig. 6H). These trends correlate well with the sediment bypass pattern, which starts at ~ 24% of the 297 

sediment input volume and increases towards a maximum of 50% from 56 to 64 h, implying that 298 

increasing sediment volume is transported to beyond the shoreline. Subsequently, it decreases to 299 

~ 43% (Fig. 4B; Fig. 6F). 300 
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 Over the duration of the experiment, the average clinoform height, measured along the 301 

strike of the clinoform, gradually increases from 25 to 96 mm during the experiment and correlates 302 

with the sediment bypass percentage and the fill and slope percentages (Fig. 6C, F � H). The 303 

progradation rate decreases from 14 to 9 mm h
-1

 (Fig. 6E) and results in a gradual increase in the size 304 

of the longitudinal profile from 2.6 to 6.1 m
2
 (Fig. 6D).  305 

 306 

4.2 Experiment 1 - Basin 2 (E1_M2) 307 

 E1_M2 initially forms in a shallow ramp-style basin with constant water level that from 48 h 308 

onwards subsides at a rate of 2.5 mm h
-1

 (Fig. 7A, B). Shallow-water conditions allow rapid 309 

progradation during the first half of the experiment. During the second half, tectonic subsidence 310 

results in accommodation on the topset and in a deepening of the basin, which reduces the 311 

progradation rate (Fig. 7C � E; Fig. 8 C, D). At the start of the experiment, sediment bypass is 5% of 312 

the sediment input and increases to ~ 16% at 40 � 48 h (Fig. 7F). The initiation of subsidence reduces 313 

sediment bypass to 8% (Fig. 7F, 48 � 56 h), after which it steadily increases to 24% at the end of the 314 

experiment (Fig. 7F, 88 � 96 h). The fill percentage of the longitudinal profile starts at 86% and 315 

increases rapidly towards 92% at 64 h (i.e., becomes less concave; Fig. 4A), at which point it becomes 316 

approximately constant (Fig. 7G). The slope percentage of E1_M2 initially remains low at 74% (i.e., 317 

progrades at a low gradient) and gradually increases to 87% after the initiation of subsidence, 318 

implying that the gradient becomes steeper (Fig. 7E, H; Fig 4A).  319 

 Sediment bypass is low in the rapidly prograding system and coincides with a strongly 320 

concave, low-gradient longitudinal profile (Fig. 7E � H, 0 � 48 h). After 48 h, the basin subsides 321 

rapidly and a significant sediment volume is captured for topset aggradation, decreasing the 322 

sediment bypass rate (Fig. 7E � H, 48 � 72h; Fig. 8C, D). Notably, towards the end of the experiment 323 

this sediment bypass rate increases to its highest levels (Fig. 7C, E, F, 72 � 96 h). This coincides with 324 

slow deep-water progradation and corresponds to an increasing fill and slope percentage of the 325 
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longitudinal profile (Fig. 7E � H), indicating a decreased concavity and an increased longitudinal 326 

gradient compared to earlier parts of this experiment (Fig. 4A). 327 

 328 

4.3 Experiment 2 - Basin 1 (E2_M1) 329 

 Throughout this experiment, subsidence is continuous and the water level in the receiving 330 

basin mimics three glacio-eustatic cycles of constant frequency and variable amplitude (Fig. 9A). This 331 

results in three regression � transgression cycles (Fig. 8E, F) that are reflected in the cyclicity of the 332 

measured parameters (Fig. 9C � H). 333 

 The style of deposition and erosion changes significantly during a mimicked sea-level cycle 334 

and varies between cycles as well (Fig. 11; Fig. 12). During normal regression, the entire fluvio-335 

deltaic topset is frequently active (Fig. 11A). During forced regression, two modes occur: small parts 336 

of the topset become inactive, generating short-lived interfluves in cycles 1 and 2 and the start of 3 337 

(Fig. 11B). During relative sea-level fall 3, an incised valley forms that focuses much of the water and 338 

sediment discharge along a narrow section of the delta topset, generating long-lived interfluves (Fig. 339 

11C). This leads to significant progradation focused at the deep-water segment of the basin, after 340 

which the valley mouth shifts towards the shallower segment at a later stage (Fig. 11D). During 341 

transgression, small lobes step back onto the lowstand shelf while in an upstream direction 342 

discharge is still focused in the incised valley (Fig. 11E).  343 

 The fill and slope percentages, proxies for concavity and gradient of the longitudinal profile 344 

(Fig. 4A; Fig. 9G, H), as well as sediment bypass beyond the shoreline, show close correspondence to 345 

the relative sea-level variations (Fig. 9B, F). The highest bypass rates are observed during late sea-346 

level fall and lowstand and coincide with increasing fill and slope percentages of the longitudinal 347 

profile (i.e., longitudinal profiles become less concave and steeper; Fig. 9F � H, 8 � 16 h, 32 � 40 h, 56 348 

� 64 h). Low sediment bypass occurs during the sea-level rise and coincides with a decreasing fill and 349 

slope percentage of the longitudinal profile (i.e., longitudinal profiles become more concave and less 350 
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steep; Fig. 9F � H, 16 � 24 h, 40 � 48 h, 64 � 72 h). Intermediate rates for sediment bypass, fill 351 

percentage, and slope percentage of the longitudinal profile occur during sea-level highstand and 352 

early sea-level fall (Fig. 9F � H, 0 � 8 h, 24 � 32 h, 48 � 56 h). 353 

 During late relative sea-level fall in cycles 1, 2, and 3 the sediment bypass rate is 102, 63, and 354 

126% of the sediment input, respectively (Fig. 9F). Sea-level fall 3 is smaller than sea-level fall 1 (30 355 

vs. 40 mm) but results in incised-valley formation and significantly higher sediment bypass (Fig. 9F). 356 

Valley incision coincides with an increased water depth in the receiving basin and an increased fill 357 

percentage of the longitudinal profile, indicating a decreased concavity (cf. Fig, 9C, G, 8 � 16 h and 358 

56 � 64 h). Interestingly, it also coincides with a reduced slope percentage relative to the first sea-359 

level fall (cf. Fig. 9H, 16 h and 64 h), indicating that erosion within the incised valley occurs at a lower 360 

gradient than during sea-level fall 1.  361 

 Erosion-deposition maps also show that during relative sea-level fall 3 significantly more 362 

erosion occurs on the delta topset than during relative sea-level fall 1 (Fig. 12A, C). In the case of 363 

relative sea-level fall 3, erosion migrates upstream and results in significant erosion that persists 364 

until the end of the subsequent relative sea-level rise (Fig. 12D). 365 

 366 

4.4 Experiment 2 - Basin 2 (E2_M2) 367 

 The input parameters of E2_M2 differ from E2_M1 in two ways. Firstly, water discharge is 1 368 

m
3
h

-1
 instead of 1.5 m

3
h

-1
 (Table 1). Secondly, the system progrades on a shallow, non-subsiding 369 

ramp during sea-level fall 1, resulting in the very shallow-water conditions at lowstand 1 (Fig. 10A, B, 370 

8 � 16 h).  371 

 Sediment bypass shows a similar response to relative sea-level variation as in E2_M1 but 372 

bypasses a smaller percentage of the sediment beyond the shoreline. The fill percentage of the 373 

longitudinal profiles is lower, indicating that these profiles are more concave (cf. Fig. 9G and 10G). A 374 

second difference is that the fill and slope percentages of the longitudinal profile decrease during 375 
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sea-level fall to lowstand at 16 h, whereas in E2_M1 these values increase (cf. Fig. 10G, H and Fig. 376 

9G, H, 16 h). This difference coincides with very high progradation rates and shallow water depth of 377 

< 5 mm in the basin (Fig. 10C, E, 8 � 16 h). 378 

 379 

 380 

4.5 Grain-Size Experiments 381 

 Scenarios 1 and 2 indicate that the development of the longitudinal profile and the grain-size 382 

distribution along this profile are dependent on the progradation rate (Fig. 13). In Scenario 1 a weir 383 

obstructed progradation, which resulted in the gradual development of an increasingly steeper 384 

longitudinal profile (Fig. 13A). Towards the end of the experiment successive profiles overlap along a 385 

steep and nearly linear longitudinal profile, indicating that the profile did not aggrade significantly 386 

after 5.5 h (Fig. 13A). Grain-size data collected below the downstream weir (Fig. 5) indicate that after 387 

4.5 h the coarse-grained fraction bypassed the weir approximately at the same ratio as the input 388 

ratio, indicating that downstream fining was no longer efficient (Fig. 13C). This is further supported 389 

by samples along the final longitudinal profile that do not indicate a downstream-fining trend (Fig. 390 

13B). 391 

In Scenario 2, the fluvio-deltaic system prograded into shallow water, lengthening the 392 

longitudinal profile from 4 to 5.5 m. Initially, the system aggrades a wedge on the horizontal plane 393 

while it becomes progradational from 4 h onwards, indicating that it has reached a natural gradient 394 

along the length of the initial horizontal plane. Compared to Scenario 1, the longitudinal profile of 395 

Scenario 2 remains more concave and maintains a substantially lower longitudinal gradient ([1:107] 396 

vs. [1:180]), while sediment and water discharge were the same in both experiments (cf. Fig. 13A 397 

and 13D; Table 1). Grain-size data collected along the final longitudinal profile in Scenario 2 shows 398 

that coarse-grained sand is preferentially retained in the relatively steep, upper reach of the profile 399 
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(Fig. 13E). The lower reaches are relatively finer grained, indicating that this progradational system 400 

effectively becomes finer downstream. 401 

 402 

5. CONTROLS ON FLUVIAL PROFILE SHAPE AND FLUVIO-MARINE SEDIMENT PARTITIONING 403 

5.1 Water Depth in the Receiving Basin 404 

 With constant relative sea level, prograding systems cannot achieve system-scale 405 

equilibrium (e.g., Fig. 6F, H; Fig 13D; Fig. 14A � D; Muto and Swenson 2005), due to aggradation 406 

along the longitudinal profile. In shallow-water conditions, such as occur at the start of E1_M1, 407 

E1_M2, and in Scenario 2, fluvio-deltaic systems require limited sediment volumes deposited 408 

beyond the shoreline to prograde rapidly. This results in strongly concave profiles at significantly 409 

lower gradients than the equilibrium gradient, as indicated by a low fill and slope percentage of the 410 

longitudinal profile (e.g., Fig. 6G, H; Fig. 7G, H, 0 � 48 h; Fig. 14B). Such systems transport sediment 411 

inefficiently and deposit the bulk of their sediment load along the fluvio-deltaic topset (e.g., Fig. 7F, 412 

0 � 48 h). The progradation rates of fluvio-deltaic systems prograding into deep water are 413 

significantly lower and allow the longitudinal profile to aggrade to a less concave and steeper 414 

gradient (i.e., approach the equilibrium gradient; e.g., Fig. 6E, H, 48 � 96 h). Such systems transport 415 

sediment more efficiently along the fluvio-deltaic topset and partition a significantly larger 416 

percentage of their sediment load beyond the shoreline, where it becomes available for further 417 

redistribution in the marine domain (Fig. 6F, 48 � 96 h; Fig. 14C). 418 

Progradation will gradually slow down in fluvio-deltaic systems that build a shelf clinoform 419 

into a spatially deepening water body, such as ramp-style basin margins (e.g., Fig. 6C, E). A reduction 420 

in the progradation rate allows the longitudinal profile to become steeper and less concave (Fig. 6G, 421 

H; Fig. 14D), which increases the efficiency of sediment transport and enhances sediment transport 422 

to beyond the shoreline (Fig. 6F; Fig. 14D). Therefore, a shift in the longitudinal sediment 423 

partitioning can be expected in systems where the water depth (i.e., shelf clinoform height) 424 
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increases spatially, over time depositing a smaller percentage of the sediment load in the fluvial and 425 

delta-top systems and more in the progradational delta-front and slope clinoform successions (Fig. 426 

6F; Fig. 14D). This process provides a potential mitigation mechanism for autoretreat (Muto 2001; 427 

Muto and Steel 2002b) that is further discussed in the autostratigraphy section.  428 

 Downstream sediment fining occurs in both gravel- and sand-bed rivers and is dependent 429 

mainly on selective transport, although in gravel-bed rivers abrasion processes are important as well 430 

(Frings 2008; Paola et al. 1992b). Selective transport is ineffective in longitudinal profiles that are in 431 

system-scale equilibrium: fine-grained sand is more quickly transported than coarse-grained sand 432 

but the latter will arrive as well, removing the downstream-fining trend (Fig. 13A - C; Fig. 14A). 433 

However, if a profile is below system-scale equilibrium, selective transport can result in stable 434 

downstream-fining trends (Fig. 13D, E; Fig. 14B, C) as a result of downstream decreases in bed shear 435 

stress (Knighton 1999; Rice and Church 2001) or a downstream decrease in capacity to transport the 436 

coarse grains by suspension transport (Frings 2008). In Scenario 1, a nearly linear longitudinal profile 437 

develops after ~ 5.5 h. Longitudinal profiles at successive time steps overlap this profile, implying 438 

that the system has aggraded to an approximate equilibrium gradient (Fig. 13A; Fig. 14A). This 439 

approximately coincides with the arrival of coarse-grained sediment at the downstream weir in 440 

similar quantities to those in sediment input (Fig. 13C). Downstream fining has thus become 441 

ineffective, which is further confirmed by the grain-size distribution along the final longitudinal 442 

profile (Fig. 13B; Fig. 14A). 443 

In Scenario 2, a progradational system developed with a low-gradient, concave profile (Fig. 444 

13D; Fig. 14B). Here, coarse-grained sand is retained in the steep upper reach of the fluvial profile, 445 

indicating that the transport capacity at lower gradients is insufficient to transport the coarse 446 

sediment fraction. Abrasion processes are insignificant in these models, and the difference between 447 

both experiments suggests that the downstream-fining rate correlates with the concavity and 448 

gradient of the longitudinal profile (e.g., Wright and Parker 2005a, 2005b), which in turn depend on 449 

progradation of the shoreline. The rate of progradation depends strongly on the water depth of the 450 
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receiving basin (e.g., Fig. 6; Fig. 7; Fig. 14B, C), which thus influences the depositional character in 451 

the fluvial to marine domain and forms a downstream allogenic control on both the volume and the 452 

grain size of available sediment that can potentially be remobilized and distributed into deeper 453 

marine environments (Fig. 14B � D). 454 

 455 

5.2 Subsidence 456 

 E1_M2 examines the effects of water depth and subsidence. Shallow-water progradation on 457 

a non-subsiding substrate during the first half of the experiment allows high progradation rates in 458 

comparison to E1_M1 (cf. Fig. 7C, E and Fig. 6C, E). This results in a concave, low-gradient 459 

longitudinal profile (Fig. 7G, H) and results in low sediment volumes bypassing the shoreline (Fig. 7F; 460 

Fig. 14B). The initiation of subsidence in the basin from 48 h onwards increases the water depth at 461 

the shelf edge while generating substantial accommodation along the longitudinal profile, impeding 462 

rapid progradation and maintaining low sediment bypass rates (Fig. 7). The reduced progradation 463 

rate triggers a continuous increase in the gradient and a decrease in the concavity of the longitudinal 464 

profile (Fig. 4A; Fig. 7G, H). From 80 h onwards, the sediment bypass volume beyond the shelf edge 465 

increases to a higher level than that in the shallow non-subsiding basin, even though the high 466 

subsidence rate is maintained (Fig. 7B, F). Subsidence therefore has two counteracting effects: 467 

subsidence upstream of the shoreline generates accommodation and requires additional 468 

sedimentation and potentially increases the concavity of the longitudinal profile (Sinha and Parker 469 

1996). However, it also reduces the progradation rate by increased deposition on the topset and by 470 

an increase in clinoform height, allowing the fluvio-deltaic system to more closely approach 471 

equilibrium. In this experiment, progradation across a rapidly subsiding fluvio-deltaic topset (from 48 472 

h onwards) was more efficient in bypassing sediment beyond the shelf edge than the shallow-water 473 

system on a non-subsiding substrate (from 0 � 48 h) (Fig. 7F; Fig. 8C, D; Fig. 14D).  474 

 475 
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5.3 Sea Level 476 

 In E2_M1, basinal water-level variations are used to mimic glacio-eustatic sea-level 477 

variations. These variations influence sedimentation in a basin that subsides at a constant rate (Fig. 478 

9A, B), resulting in the progradation of a shelf clinoform in increasing water depths (e.g., Fig. 8E, F). 479 

High-frequency sea-level variations form a strong additional control on the grade of the longitudinal 480 

profile (e.g., Blum and Hattier-Womack 2009). As a first-order approximation, a sequence-481 

stratigraphic interpretation based on relative sea-level variations alone provides a good explanation 482 

for the stratigraphic stacking pattern (Fig. 8E, F). During sea-level rise, the downstream reaches of 483 

the fluvio-deltaic system are aggradational and step back on the lowstand shelf (Fig. 11E). Sea-level 484 

rise predominantly raises the lower reach of the longitudinal profile, resulting in a strongly concave 485 

profile, shifted away from the system-scale equilibrium gradient (Fig. 9G, H; Fig. 14H). During relative 486 

sea-level fall, the lower reaches of the longitudinal profile are eroded while deposition continues 487 

upstream of sea-level influences (e.g., Fig. 12A). This generates a nearly linear profile that is close to 488 

the system-scale equilibrium gradient (Fig. 9G, H; Muto and Swenson 2005) and results in efficient 489 

sediment transport to the coastline (Fig. 9F; Fig. 14E, F). However, a relative sea-level-based 490 

sequence-stratigraphic solution cannot explain why an incised valley formed only during the 491 

moderate sea-level fall 3 (30 mm, Fig. 12C, 48 � 64 h), and not during the larger sea-level fall 1 (40 492 

mm, Fig. 12A, 0 � 16 h).  493 

Low shoreline progradation rates, in these experiments associated with deep-water 494 

conditions, lead to steeply descending shoreline trajectories during sea-level fall (Helland-Hansen 495 

and Hampson 2009), steepening the longitudinal profile. Additionally, systems prograding into deep 496 

water approach equilibrium conditions relatively closely compared to systems with higher 497 

progradation rates (Fig. 6; Fig. 7). Combined, this allows systems to become strongly erosional locally 498 

(Fig. 11; Fig. 12; Fig. 14G), a prerequisite for the initiation of coastal incised valleys (Strong and Paola 499 

2008). After valley incision, nearly all discharge is funneled through the incised valley. This causes an 500 

increase in the water discharge per unit width, lowering the gradient at which the incised-valley 501 
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system is in equilibrium (cf. Fig. 9H, 16 and 64 h), thereby triggering increased and prolonged erosion 502 

(Fig. 9F; Fig. 14G). The latter is observed during sea-level fall 3, during which erosion migrates 503 

upstream within a valley and persists until the following sea-level highstand (Fig. 12D). In this 504 

situation, erosion has thus decoupled from sea-level fall and is maintained by the lowering of the 505 

fluvial gradient within the incised valley, allowing an increased diachroneity of the sequence 506 

boundary (cf. Fig. 12B and Fig. 12D; Strong and Paola 2008).  507 

A sea-level fall of similar amplitude in shallow-water systems will result in a more gradual 508 

descending shoreline trajectory due to a higher progradation rate of the shoreline, causing the 509 

longitudinal gradient to be further removed from system-scale equilibrium (Helland-Hansen and 510 

Hampson 2009). Therefore, the rate of sea-level fall needs to be much more dramatic to steepen the 511 

longitudinal profile sufficiently to surpass the equilibrium profile and trigger incision. Substantial 512 

incision is thus less likely in shallow-water systems, hindering the formation of incised-valley 513 

systems. If progradation rates are sufficiently high, systems might even remain aggradational during 514 

relative sea-level fall. In E2_M2, for example, rapid progradation due to the exceptionally shallow-515 

water conditions during sea-level fall 1 forces the fluvio-deltaic system away from equilibrium 516 

conditions, while in other occurrences equilibrium is approached during sea-level fall (cf. Fig. 9 and 517 

Fig. 10). Such a scenario might occur in shallow-water systems or on wide shelves before sea level 518 

falls below shelf edge. In such cases, the reduction of the longitudinal gradient might result in 519 

aggradation rather than incision of the fluvio-deltaic succession even during sea-level fall (Ethridge 520 

et al. 1998; Petter and Muto 2008; Prince and Burgess 2013; Swenson and Muto 2007; Wallinga et 521 

al. 2004). Water depth thus strongly modulates the sensitivity of the fluvio-deltaic system to erosion 522 

induced by sea-level fall and to the formation of incised valleys.  523 

The incised valley of E2_M1 began in the deep zone of the experimental basin (Fig. 2; Fig. 524 

11C), and we speculate that this is the most likely position, rather than lateral positions in the 525 

shallow to intermediate depth zones. In depositional environments with lateral differences in water 526 

depth, the deep segments will require longer time spans of fluvial activity to infill due to the larger 527 
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sediment volumes required. Additionally, the avulsion frequency of channels feeding such segments 528 

might be reduced because avulsion frequency appears to be partially controlled by the lengthening 529 

of the distributary channels (Edmonds et al. 2009), which will be slower due to lower progradation 530 

rates. Therefore, it is likely that channels are present at positions feeding into the deepest segments 531 

for prolonged periods, enhancing the probability of incision at such locations. Such control on the 532 

lateral position of incised valleys within a depositional system is thought to be relevant mainly when 533 

large lateral variations in water depth occur along short distances such as rift basins.  534 

 535 

5.4 Ratio of Water Discharge to Sediment Discharge  536 

An increased water-to-sediment ratio results in more efficient sediment transport at lower 537 

gradients (e.g., Simpson and Castelltort 2012), and can affect incised-valley formation and style 538 

(Bijkerk et al. 2013). This is also indicated by the differences between E2_M1 and E2_M2 (Fig. 8; Fig. 539 

9; Fig. 10). The water-to-sediment ratio is 1.5 times higher in E2_M1 than in E2_M2. This resulted in 540 

an ~ 1.2 times lower longitudinal gradient (see Section 3.4, Dataset) and between 1 to 1.5 times 541 

higher sediment bypass rates during sea-level fall (cf. Fig. 9F and Fig. 10F), implying significantly 542 

more voluminous deposition in the delta front (cf. Fig. 8E, F and Fig. 8G, H). Additionally, higher 543 

water discharge per unit width such as occurs in E2_M1 relative to E2_M2 results in shorter 544 

equilibrium times (see Section 3.3; Paola et al. 1992a), implying that a system will adapt more 545 

rapidly to changing conditions such as relative sea-level fall. In E2_M1, these more favorable 546 

upstream parameters resulted in lower concavity of the longitudinal profile and incised-valley 547 

formation when the experimental basin reached a sufficient depth during sea-level fall 3 (cf. Fig. 9G, 548 

H; Fig. 10G, H). In E2_M2, the longitudinal profile remained significantly more concave, resulting in 549 

lower sediment transport rates to the coastline and more deposition on the topset (Fig. 10F, G).  550 

 551 

5.5 Autostratigraphy 552 
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 Autostratigraphic principles (Muto et al. 2007) state that sedimentary systems influenced by 553 

constant discharge and a constant rate of relative sea-level rise may transition from initial normal 554 

regression, where sediment supply is still in excess of the accommodation creation, into 555 

transgression or �autoretreat�. This is due to the increasing budget required to aggrade both slope 556 

and topset of the sedimentary system (Muto 2001). At the autoretreat break, the increasing size of 557 

the system reaches a tipping point at which sediment supply cannot support further progradation, 558 

and 100% of the sediment load is partitioned to the topset. A subsequent increase in the topset area 559 

due to landward onlap can cause the system to autoretreat (Muto and Steel 2002a).  560 

The present results reveal an autoretreat mitigation mechanism. Progradation during 561 

relative sea-level rise implies that the system builds out into increasing water depths, resulting in a 562 

slowing of the progradation rate. The results suggest that this leads to an increase in the longitudinal 563 

gradient and a reduction of its concavity (i.e., an increase in both the fill and slope percentage; Fig. 6; 564 

Fig. 7), causing increasing rates of sediment bypass to beyond the shoreline. This enhanced sediment 565 

transport efficiency increases the sediment volume available for progradation of the fluvio-deltaic 566 

system, while it decreases the sediment volume that is used to for aggradation along the 567 

longitudinal profile. This mechanism of increasing sediment bypass rates during progradation into 568 

increasing water depths is well illustrated in E1_M1 and E1_M2.  569 

In E1_M1, the partitioning of sediment to beyond the shoreline doubles during progradation 570 

into a basin of increasing water depth (Fig. 6C, F), despite a twofold increase in topset area (Fig. 6D) 571 

(note that relative sea level is static and the water-depth increase refers to a spatial increase). In 572 

E1_M2, from 0 - 48 h, a low-gradient, strongly concave longitudinal system develops on a non-573 

subsiding substrate. Subsequently, a constant subsidence rate from 48 h onwards initially slows the 574 

progradation rate due to the increase in accommodation along the longitudinal profile, and due to 575 

the increasing water depth at the shelf edge (Fig. 7). This leads to a steepening of the longitudinal 576 

gradient and a decrease in its concavity, which in turn results in increasing fluvial efficiency and 577 

increasing sediment bypass towards the end of the experiment (Fig. 7). Whilst not excluding the 578 
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possibility of autoretreat, these results indicate that enhanced fluvial efficiency in routing sediment 579 

beyond the shoreline as a consequence of increasing water depth may counter or delay its 580 

occurrence.  581 

From 56 h onwards, both the gradient and the concavity of the E1_M1 longitudinal profile 582 

remain constant (Fig. 6G, H), suggesting that the system has reached a balance between its approach 583 

towards system-scale equilibrium conditions and the corresponding progradation related to the high 584 

rates of sediment bypass to the shoreline. The constant gradient and concavity imply that the 585 

increasing topset area (Fig. 6D) requires greater amounts of sediment, as is reflected in the slow 586 

decrease in the sediment-bypass percentage (Fig. 6F). This suggests that when such a balanced state 587 

is attained, autostratigraphic principles might apply in a straightforward manner.  588 

 589 

6. APPLICATION 590 

 591 

The coupling of the concept of system-scale equilibrium to shoreline progradation has been 592 

used to explain that equilibrium on geologically relevant time scales can be obtained only during 593 

relative sea-level fall, suggesting that sedimentary systems are generally not in equilibrium (Muto 594 

and Swenson 2005). The current analogue-model dataset indicates that non-equilibrium results in a 595 

broad spectrum of sediment partitioning trends along the longitudinal profile that might result in 596 

variable stratigraphic patterns that are not related to allogenic forcing mechanisms, and becomes 597 

predictable when related to water depth in the receiving basin.  598 

Accommodation in fluvial settings is defined as the volume between the longitudinal profile 599 

and the conceptual equilibrium profile (Posamentier and Allen 1999), and is closely related to 600 

longitudinal patterns of sediment partitioning. The current results indicate that accommodation is 601 

generally present in progradational systems without relative sea-level fluctuations, but that the infill 602 

of such space becomes increasingly difficult when approaching the equilibrium profile (e.g., Fig. 6; 603 
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Fig. 13; Postma et al. 2008). Therefore, in slowly prograding systems that are close to equilibrium, 604 

low rates of topset aggradation and high rates of sediment bypass beyond the shoreline can be 605 

expected whereas in rapidly prograding systems the opposite occurs. In fluvial outcrops, such 606 

different scenarios would be observed as either low- or high-accommodation-style fluvial deposits, 607 

although tectonic subsidence trends might be a more prominent cause. Gradual changes between 608 

such low- or high-accommodation states are potentially related to changing water depth and do not 609 

necessarily relate to relative sea-level variations or variable subsidence rates in the fluvial domain.  610 

In the deltaic domain, the arrival of increasing volumes and grain sizes might be coupled to 611 

the arrival of the shelf edge in deep water, where it can trigger increasing activity of linked turbidite 612 

systems (e.g., Nelson et al. 2009). Therefore, knowledge of water depth and associated progradation 613 

rates might help interpret and predict stratigraphic trends in both the fluvial, deltaic, and marine 614 

domains.  615 

Based on these experiments, stratigraphic trends related to the efficiency of sediment 616 

transport along the longitudinal profile are likely present in shelf clinoforms.  The importance of such 617 

trends in natural systems relative to other upstream factors such as changes in the sediment 618 

discharge or water discharge, for example due to tectonic or climate regime, or downstream 619 

controls such as relative sea level, has yet to be determined. Effects might be obscured if small or 620 

misinterpreted if significant. Additional work on shelf clinoform successions will be required to 621 

determine the relative importance in different settings. Based on literature review two case studies 622 

of shelf-margin successions are selected that demonstrate aspects of these analogue models in 623 

natural systems. Both case studies, the Maastrichtian Lance - Fox Hills - Lewis shelf margin of 624 

southern Wyoming and the Eocene Central Basin of Spitsbergen have relatively small, mountainous 625 

catchment areas and prograde for several tens of kilometers into basins with water depths of several 626 

hundreds of meters. Such small sedimentary systems respond relatively quickly, making it more 627 

likely that the variations in the grade of the longitudinal profile are recorded recognizably in the 628 

stratigraphic record.  629 
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6.1 Case study 1: The Maastrichtian Lance - Fox Hills - Lewis shelf margin, Southern Wyoming 630 

 The Maastrichtian Lance - Fox Hills - Lewis shelf margin of southern Wyoming is a well-631 

studied shelf-margin succession that can be used to test the concepts from analogue modeling in a 632 

setting that is not influenced by high-amplitude, high-frequency glacio-eustatic variation (e.g., Miller 633 

et al. 2005; Carvajal 2007), analogous to Experiment 1 in this study.  634 

 Over a period of 1 to 1.5 Myr, rapid shelf-margin accretion resulted in the formation of 15 635 

clinothems (Carvajal 2007; Carvajal and Steel 2006, 2009, 2012) that can be subdivided into two 636 

stages. The first stage was deposited in a rapidly subsiding basin and is represented by clinothems 637 

C0-C9 (Fig. 15A). Based on the gradually but irregularly rising shelf-edge trajectory, an overall water 638 

depth increase from ~ 250 to > 400 m is recorded. Subsidence was directly linked to Laramide 639 

tectonic activity across the region, triggering subsidence in the basin and uplift in its source area 640 

(Carvajal 2007; Carvajal and Steel 2012). Stage 2, represented by clinothems C10-15, began when 641 

active thrusting and uplift in the source area had decreased or ceased (Carvajal 2007). These 642 

clinothems form a progradational succession in a basin of fairly constant depth, as reflected by the 643 

low-angle to horizontal shelf-edge trajectory (Fig. 15A; Carvajal and Steel 2006). 644 

The average sediment supply rate calculated for Stage 1 is ~ 4 � 10 * 10
6
 ton / yr; the 645 

progradational succession of Stage 2 has a higher sediment supply rate of 8 � 16 * 10
6
 ton / yr during 646 

a period of tectonic inactivity (Carvajal 2007, Carvajal and Steel 2012). The increase in sediment 647 

supply from Stage 1 to Stage 2 is counterintuitive since the decreasing rate of thrusting in the source 648 

area is expected to correspond to a decrease in the sediment yield. The increase in sediment yield is 649 

therefore linked to modest uplift due to isostatic rebound, persistence of high relief, and increasing 650 

catchment area (Carvajal 2007; Carvajal and Steel 2012). Additionally, the overall sand/shale ratio 651 

increases over time, which has been ascribed to erosion of increasingly sandy source rock, 652 

documented from the stratigraphy of the region (Fig. 15B; Carvajal 2007, Carvajal and Steel 2012). 653 
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 We suggest, as an additional hypothesis that the progressive increase in water depth during 654 

Stage 1 and the near-cessation of relative sea-level rise at the transition from Stage 1 to Stage 2 can 655 

contribute to the increase in sediment volume and the increase in sand/shale ratio. The sea-level 656 

stillstand and increased water depth allow the longitudinal profile to grade closer towards 657 

equilibrium (Fig. 15C). This enhances the sediment bypass rate and allows transport of coarser 658 

sediment into the basin, which increases the sand/shale ratio in both the basin floor and overall (Fig. 659 

15B). 660 

6.2 Case study 2: Eocene Central Basin, Spitsbergen 661 

 The Eocene Central Basin of Spitsbergen provides one of very few outcrops of well-662 

preserved shelf-margin clinothem complexes, from coastal plains to deepwater fans. Sea-level 663 

cyclicity is estimated at ~ 300 kyr duration (Crabaugh and Steel 2004). Two contrasting shelf-margin 664 

types, Types I and II, developed broadly at the same period within the region (Plink-Björklund and 665 

Steel 2005) and demonstrate the influence of basin depth and progradation rate on incised-valley 666 

formation. 667 

 Type I shelf margins are characterized by severe erosion of the outer shelf by falling-stage 668 

shelf-edge deltas, accompanied by the formation of significant basin-floor fans that are fed from 669 

across a disrupted slope (Plink-Björklund and Steel 2005). Shelf-margin accretion occurs mainly 670 

during the late lowstand and occurs in water depths of 300 � 350 m (Plink-Björklund and Steel 2005; 671 

Steel et al. 2007). Type II shelf margins are characterized by the absence of a basin-floor fan and 672 

accrete with an amalgamated succession of falling-stage, early, and late lowstand deltas. Falling-673 

stage deltas are notably highly progradational. Of Type II margins, only the Reindalen clinothems 674 

(26-27) show complete exposures including the clinothem top. In these clinothems, water depth is 675 

estimated at ~ 200 m (Plink-Björklund and Steel 2002, 2005, 2007). 676 

 Both clinothem types are broadly coeval, and eustatic sea level is interpreted to fall below 677 

the shelf edge in both shelf-margin styles (Plink-Björklund and Steel 2005). Therefore, the different 678 
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character is dependent on other inherent characteristics of these shelf types. Plink-Björklund and 679 

Steel (2005) suggest that a higher ratio of sediment discharge to water discharge and higher rates of 680 

sediment fallout at the shelf edge and upper slope during the falling stage in Type II shelf margins 681 

damps incision and prevents deep channeling at the shelf edge. Alternatively, the shallow water 682 

depth of Type II clinothems facilitates higher progradation rates, impeding incision due to the 683 

resultant lower gradient of the descending shoreline trajectory (cf. Fig. 7E, F, 0 � 16 h; Fig. 14E; 684 

Holbrook et al. 2006). Type I clinothems formed in deeper basins and are characterized by slower 685 

progradation rates, resulting in a slightly steeper downward-directed shoreline trajectory with the 686 

same rate of sea-level fall. This causes the longitudinal profile to become above grade and allows 687 

sufficient shelf incision to generate incised feeder channels (cf. Fig. 7E, F, 48 � 64 h; Fig. 14G; Strong 688 

and Paola 2008). Consequently, the likelihood of shelf incision during sea-level fall increases with 689 

water depth in the receiving basin, resulting in the different development of Type I and Type II 690 

deltas. Dependent on the water depth, both the timing of shelf-margin progradation differs and the 691 

gross architecture of shelf clinoform is altered. 692 

 693 

 694 

7. CONCLUSIONS 695 

 Analogue modeling is used to examine the impact of basinal water depth and downstream 696 

allogenic controls on the temporal development of the longitudinal profile of progradational fluvio-697 

deltaic systems and associated small-scale shelf margins. Analyses focus on the relationship between 698 

the gradient and concavity of the longitudinal profile and the corresponding sediment transport 699 

efficiency. System-scale equilibrium is defined as an end member and represents a state in which the 700 

longitudinal profile does not change shape while all sediment is bypassed beyond the shoreline. 701 

With constant relative sea level, progradational fluvio-deltaic systems develop towards but cannot 702 

reach this state because lengthening of the longitudinal profile requires continuous aggradation 703 
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along the longitudinal profile. This implies that the departure from system-scale equilibrium is 704 

governed by the progradation rate. Water depth, subsidence, and sea-level variations act as 705 

allogenic controls on the migration of the shoreline, thus affecting how closely the fluvio-deltaic 706 

profile approaches equilibrium, thereby controlling the development of the longitudinal profile and 707 

fluvial to marine sediment partitioning. 708 

Shallow water depth results in rapid lengthening of the sedimentary system. This causes a 709 

strongly concave, low-gradient longitudinal profile that is associated with high aggradation rates in 710 

the fluvial domain and strong downstream-fining trend. In deep-water systems, shoreline 711 

progradation rates are significantly lower, allowing the longitudinal profile of sedimentary systems 712 

to steepen and approach equilibrium more closely. This results in limited accommodation in the 713 

fluvial domain and high sediment supply to the shoreline with limited downstream fining. Increasing 714 

water depths, for example in ramp-style basins, reduce the progradation rate and therefore 715 

gradually shift the partitioning of sediment from mainly fluvial towards predominantly marine 716 

deposition. Water depth, through its effect on progradation rates, thus influences the sediment 717 

partitioning of sedimentary systems and forms a first-order control on the availability of sand-rich 718 

sediments that can potentially be remobilized and redistributed into deeper marine environments. 719 

Subsidence has a dual effect: it generates accommodation along the longitudinal profile, 720 

limiting sediment transport to the shoreline. Counterintuitively, the resultant slow progradation 721 

rates can allow the fluvio-deltaic system to grade towards equilibrium, which can eventually increase 722 

the sediment transport efficiency along the longitudinal profile. 723 

Relative sea-level variations rapidly alter the fluvio-deltaic longitudinal gradient. In deep-724 

water systems, low shoreline progradation rates result in steeply descending shoreline trajectories 725 

during relative sea-level fall, generating significantly greater erosion than in shallow-water systems. 726 

Deep-water conditions therefore result in higher sediment yields beyond the shoreline and an 727 

increased probability of incised-valley formation. The latter can alter the timing of shelf-margin 728 
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progradation and its gross morphology and therefore affect the transfer of sediment to deep marine 729 

sinks. The experimental results indicate that, during glacio-eustatic sea-level cyclicity, the 730 

longitudinal profile is closest to equilibrium during relative sea-level fall and early lowstand. This 731 

results in efficient sediment transport towards the shoreline, explaining delivery of increased 732 

sediment volumes of increasing grain size to lowstand systems tracts as a parameter controlled by 733 

relative sea level and water depth. 734 
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9. FIGURE CAPTIONS 941 

 942 

Table 1: Input parameters and boundary conditions of the experiments. Qw and Qs denote water 943 

discharge and sediment discharge, respectively. T and ȴT denote the duration of the experiment and 944 

the interval between measurements. 945 

 946 

FIG. 1: A) System-scale equilibrium (sensu Paola et al. 1992a) is obtained only over geological time 947 

scales. The linear equilibrium profile drawn here is idealized (cf. Postma et al. 2008) and will not 948 

form in natural systems for multiple reasons but illustrates that all fluvial accommodation is infilled. 949 

B) Development of fluvio-deltaic systems on geological time scales. Progradation results in 950 

aggradation along the longitudinal profile and prevents these systems from achieving system-scale 951 

equilibrium. 952 

 953 

FIG. 2: A) Top view of the experiment setup, consisting of two mirror-image models. Sediment and 954 

water are added at the sediment feeder. In the fluvial zone no tectonic movement occurs. In the 955 

basin, three zones of distinct water depth are formed. Dimensions (mm) are indicated in regular 956 

font, gradients in italic font. B) Side view of the experiment, along transect P-P� in part A.  957 

 958 

FIG. 3: Input parameters. The water depth is given for the deep zone of the experimental basin; the 959 

intermediate and shallow zones of the basin have a water depth of 2/3 and 1/3 of this value. Note 960 

that in A) E1_M1, water level and subsidence curves overlay, and in B) E1_M2, the subsidence and 961 

water-depth curves overlay, C) E2_M1, D) E2_M2. 962 

 963 
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FIG. 4: Representation of methods. A) Fill percentage of the longitudinal profile is calculated as the 964 

volume percentage of a triangle connecting the upstream and downstream ends of the longitudinal 965 

profile (the averaged gradient), and represents a measure of concavity. Increasing fill percentages 966 

thus imply that the system becomes less concave. The slope percentage of the longitudinal profile is 967 

calculated with reference to an estimated system-scale equilibrium gradient and provides an 968 

expression of the longitudinal gradient. See text for discussion of the system-scale equilibrium 969 

gradient. B) Sediment bypass is calculated as a percentage between the sediment volume 970 

transported past the shoreline of the initial height model, and the total sediment volume between 971 

two successive height models. Note the basin geometry and downdip increase in shelf clinoform 972 

height (model E1_M1). 973 

 974 

FIG. 5: Experiment setup for Scenarios 1 and 2. A) Side view of experiment setup. (1) Position of wide 975 

upstream weir. (2) Dry sediment is fed from an overhead sediment feeder. Sediment is deposited on 976 

a rough cloth that prevents scouring directly downstream of the upper weir. (3) Downstream weir 977 

used in Scenario 1. In Scenario 2, this position indicates the initial shoreline. (4) Pump to recirculate 978 

water to the upstream weir. B) Top view of experiment setup. Black plus signs indicate locations for 979 

measurement of height models, gray plus signs indicate additional locations during shoreline 980 

progradation. 981 

 982 

FIG. 6: Quantitative results for E1_M1. A) Input parameters for experiments. Note that the water 983 

depth is given for the deep part of the experimental basin; the intermediate and shallow parts of the 984 

basin have a water depth of 2/3 and 1/3 of this value. B) Rate of change in relative sea level. C) 985 

Width-averaged water depth (mm), calculated along the strike of the clinoform. D) Topset area. E) 986 

Progradation rate, calculated between the shoreline of successive height models. F) Sediment 987 
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bypass to beyond the shoreline; see Fig. 4B. G) Fill percentage of the longitudinal profile; see Fig. 4A. 988 

H) Slope percentage of the longitudinal profile; see Fig. 4A. 989 

 990 

FIG. 7: Quantitative results for E1_M2. See description in Fig. 6 991 

 992 

FIG. 8A-H: Width-averaged transects through the shallow and deep parts of each experiment. Note 993 

that these segments differ mainly in the proximal area of the basin (see Fig. 2A). Each line represents 994 

an increment of 8 h during the experiment.  995 

 996 

FIG. 9: Quantitative results for E2_M1. A) Input parameters for experiments. Note that the water 997 

depth is given for the deep part of the basin; the intermediate and shallow parts of the basin have a 998 

water depth of 2/3 and 1/3 of this value. B) Rate of change in relative sea level. C) Water depth (mm) 999 

calculated along the strike of the clinoform. D) Topset area. E) Shoreline migration rate, calculated 1000 

between the shoreline of successive height models. F) Sediment bypass; see Fig. 4B. G) Fill 1001 

percentage of the longitudinal profile; see Fig. 4A. H) Slope percentage of the longitudinal profile; 1002 

see Fig. 4A. 1003 

 1004 

FIG. 10: Quantitative results for E2_M2. See description in Fig. 9 1005 

 1006 

FIG. 11: Photographs of the topset morphology of E2_M1 during sea-level cycle 3. A) Highstand 1007 

normal regression; the entire surface area of the topset is frequently wetted. B) Early rorced 1008 

regression; small interfluves emerge that are regularly eroded. C) Incised-valley formation during 1009 

late forced regression began at the shoreline of the deep zone of the experimental basin. D) Lateral 1010 

migration of the incised-valley mouth after significant progradation of the shoreline widens the 1011 
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incised valley. E) Transgression of the distal topset, resulting in a back-stepping coastline. Continued 1012 

upstream migration of erosion initiated by the previous sea-level fall increases the diachroneity of 1013 

the sequence boundary. 1014 

 1015 

FIG. 12: Erosion-deposition maps for E2_M1. Blue and red indicates respectively deposition and 1016 

erosion; increasing color intensity indicates increasing magnitude. Gray contour lines are spaced at 1017 

10 mm vertical intervals and indicate topography at the end of the mapped interval. Yellow contour 1018 

line represents the shoreline. A) Lowstand 1 (8 � 16 h), relatively minor erosion and rapid 1019 

progradation into the shallow zone of the experimental basin. B) Transgression 1 (16 � 24 h), 1020 

deposition occurs along the entire longitudinal profile. C) Lowstand 3 (56 � 64 h), erosion is more 1021 

severe and has migrated far upstream. Less progradation occurs than in lowstand 1 due to the 1022 

significant increase in water depth. D) Transgression 3 (64 � 72 h), erosion related to the previous 1023 

sea-level fall continues updip during the entire sea-level rise while the coastline is characterized by 1024 

back-stepping lobes on the lowstand shelf. 1025 

 1026 

FIG. 13. Longitudinal gradients and downstream-fining trends for Scenarios 1 and 2. A) Longitudinal 1027 

profiles for Scenario 1 through time. The final profiles overlay each other, implying full sediment 1028 

bypass along a system-scale equilibrium gradient. The dashed line represents initial bed height and 1029 

position of weir. B) Sediment samples collected along the final longitudinal profile of Scenario 1 1030 

indicate that the coarse-grained fraction (> 1 mm) is represented along the entire profile without a 1031 

clear downstream-fining trend. C) Grain-size samples collected below the downstream weir from 0 1032 

to 4 h are depleted of coarse-grained fraction, indicating downstream fining. From 4.5 h onwards, 1033 

input and output of coarse-grained sediment (> 1 mm) are roughly equal, indicating that no 1034 

downstream fining occurs. The peak in coarse-grained sediment (6.5 h) might indicate progradation 1035 

of a gravel front that accumulated upstream during the earlier stages of the experiment. D) 1036 
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Longitudinal profiles for Scenario 2. Dashed line indicated by E indicates the water level and initial 1037 

bed height. Scenario 2 aggrades to a substantially lower gradient than Scenario 1 while upstream 1038 

conditions are equal. E) Grain-size samples collected along the final longitudinal profile indicate that 1039 

the coarse fraction (> 1 mm) is mainly retained in the steep, proximal part of the system (0 � 2 m).  1040 

 1041 

FIG. 14: Influence of water depth on the longitudinal grade of sedimentary systems. Gradients and 1042 

curvature are exaggerated. A) In a system of fixed length, a system-scale equilibrium profile can 1043 

develop in which the sediment input is equal to the sediment output. B) In sedimentary systems 1044 

prograding into shallow-water basins, high progradation rates lead to strongly concave, low-gradient 1045 

longitudinal profiles in which coarse sediment is largely retained upstream. Large sediment volumes 1046 

are sequestered in the relatively high accommodation fluvial system. C) The longitudinal profile of 1047 

fluvio-deltaic systems prograding into deeper water can approach system-scale equilibrium more 1048 

closely because of low progradation rates, resulting in high sediment transport rates to the coastline 1049 

and limited downstream fining. D) Fluvio-deltaic systems prograding into deepening water in ramp-1050 

style settings will approach system-scale equilibrium more closely, gradually increasing sediment 1051 

bypass to the shoreline and decreasing in downstream fining. E) Relative sea-level fall in shallow-1052 

water systems or on a shelf. Rapid progradation will impede erosion, but sea-level fall is still likely to 1053 

increase the gradient and decrease the concavity of the longitudinal profile, increasing the efficiency 1054 

of sediment transport along the longitudinal profile and reducing downstream fining. F) In moderate 1055 

water depths, for example shelf clinoforms of small height, relative sea-level fall can lead to 1056 

significant erosion and high sediment bypass beyond the shoreline during late falling stage and 1057 

lowstand. G) The likelihood of valley incision depends on the rate and amplitude of sea-level fall but 1058 

also increases with increasing water depth. Valley incision can result a lowering the system-scale 1059 

equilibrium gradient within the incised valley. H) Sea-level rise results in an increased concavity of 1060 

the longitudinal profile and strong downstream fining, resulting in fine-grained highstand systems 1061 

aggrading on the lowstand shelf deposits. 1062 
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 1063 

FIG. 15: A) Clinothem succession of the Maastrichtian Lance - Fox Hills � Lewis shelf margin, southern 1064 

Wyoming. Note that the aggradational succession in Stage 1 (C1-C9) represents a relative sea-level 1065 

rise, and Stage 2 (C10-C15) a progradational succession during relative sea-level stillstand. Simplified 1066 

from Carvajal and Steel (2006). B) Sand/shale ratios for individual clinothems, modified from Carvajal 1067 

(2007). C) Alternative interpretation of sediment volume and grain-size trends, with strongly 1068 

exaggerated gradients in which the differences in sediment supply and grain size are attributed to 1069 

the response of the longitudinal profiles to changes in water depth and basin development. 1070 
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) T (h) らT ふｴぶ Boundary conditions varied

E1_M1 1 0.004 96 8 Water depth

E1_M2 1 0.004 96 8 Water depth and subsidence

E2_M1 1.5 0.004 72 8 Water depth, subsidence, and sea-level variation

E2_M2 1 0.004 72 8 Water depth, subsidence, and sea-level variation

Scenario 1 5.5 0.007 8 0.5 Basin with constraining weir, no progradation

Scenario 2 5.5 0.007 8 0.5 Shallow-water progradation (3 cm)
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